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About This Game

Susan had just stepped away to answer the phone, but when she returned she saw something pulling her son Jimmy through a
shimmering portal. It closed before she could pull him back. To save him, she must find a way to this other world. Before Susan

lies a world that no one else has ever seen before... a world where magic is real and anything is possible. Find out who took
Jimmy and what they want in Lost Lands: Dark Overlord!

• Beautiful cinematics and gorgeous graphics
• A story spanning multiple worlds

• Challenging mini-games and puzzles
• Explore an underwater world in the bonus chapter
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Superb puzzle game with clunky back story. Slide the blocks, open things, close things, reach the target. Starts easy, ends
impossible.. Very unique and flexible concept. Also very easy to make excruciatingly difficult levels.. Bought this for the
dinosaur mod. Worked out so far for me. I wrote a much longer review but it wasn\u00b4t sent so I keep it short...

All together:

good

- Game has really well drawn characters (in my case dinosaur mod)
- You get to know other characters ask them questions and eventually date them (was dancin\u00b4 with my fav. dinosaur a few
times)
- If you are into that dinosaur \/ creature stuff this is a really good VN for the pictures and the conversations
- Sound effects and musik are good, and at least at the beginning it feels like someone\u00b4s taking you on a hand and helps
you out to find your stuff at the new school
- Lots of different places to meet others have some talking \/ events
- You often get the ablity to choose what you want to do. I know another game (about 50% through it) where you mostly
keep clicking through text without any possibility to interact... thats not here - in that game you have lots of interaction

not so good

- Story is already confusing to me at the beginning. It feels like you are in a role for a performance at school theathre and what
this is all about only gets (at least it did to me) revealed the more you play this game. Still ... it\u00b4s a weird storry to me
- The whole System how you interact with other dinosaurs \/ students is very much based on hidden text messages
in school. But it is very confusing if you want to ask someone out... untill I found out how it works I\u00b4ve already had
wasted lots of messages - which are limited
- You can end up writing lots of messages to one beeing that you like... just to (later) fail at the relationship because
(in my case) she\u00b4s wasn\u00b4t into me... If there was a "direct talk" mode you could sooner see how it\u00b4s going to
turn out

technical

- The game had a few "internal crashes" like the next picture was an error mesage. No problem, click ignore and continoue
- One scene was twice where was sth in the stadium. I finished this scene but could go to the stadium aggain and it felt
kinda "not supposed to be so"

Update:

I\u00b4ve had my 2nd play through that game right now. Lot\u00b4s of the things from above got clear to me (well seemed like
I was to tired when playing it first to get the whole plot \/ controls) like I understood the story and also the multiple universe
thing now. For the ask the person you\u00b4re interested in not directly point. It\u00b4s ... that you ask class mates about that
person that was confusing first.

The 2nd play through definately highly increased my oppinion about the game. It\u00b4s a solid game you sure want to check
out.

Only thing I\u00b4m still not aware of is why it\u00b4s called dating. You can ask all questions about one person to get him \/
her like 100% known but still it does not really affect anything (at least thats how it feels to me).

Like you have a romantic meeting with him \/ her or ... you know.. dating stuff.

There are various school dance parties. You get to ask who you want to dance with and in my 2 play throughs the dinosaurs I
asked came with me without complaining...
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Still you couldn\u00b4t see much from dancing.

However... good game... at least it is for me.. This is, without a second thought, the worst modern performance test. The tests
take WAY to long (20-40 minutes) and does not provide any useful data in the end when tweaking performance. Dont buy
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Well, I gotta admit it's pratically impossible to "translate" this E.A.Poe's novel
nor in a movie neither in a game. I, of course, appreciate the effort (this game get closer to the novel than Roger Corman's
movie) but... No.
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Interesting game - I enjoyed it for the small amount of time I played it. The achievements sorta give you a realistic set of goals
when playing, as sometimes you're only goal is a higher score.

Although fair warning, the "Friend or Foe" achievement will require another player who's using a controller - If you haven't got
that, download an emulator. Worked for me!. Survivor: The Living Dead's promied additional content is really going to be the
making of it. The groundwork is solid; at the moment, it's an enjoyable zombie defense title based on Romero's seminal 1968
movie in which you repel the undead menace from a two storey house by way of various weapons and traps. You begin in the
reasonable 7 minute mode before heading into bumpier territory with th 12 and 14 minute challenges, unlocking multiple bonus
weapons and gameplay variables as you go.
The controls need tweaking. The mapping is fine and feels comfortable but command areas for certain item pick-ups and
especially the stairs are a little too small to comfortably use in the middle of a zombie panic. Dev also needs a fullscreen fix as
soon as possible as the text is a nightmare to read in the tiny windowed mode that Survivor boots in.
Easy thumbs up at this stage though. Plenty of potential.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4SvXO-W3KoE. This is an epic visual novel. The characters are vibrant, the plot
interesting, and the music fits. Now, to start with, a warning. The rating is not a joke! Not only is there nudity (nothing below
the belt, but still), there are, by my count, at least four different instances of sexual violence. One mind-control, one owner
trying to get his due (but stopped by the hero), one woman using her Art to try and force the issue (though she can't keep
concentration)... and one very disembodied nasty that does something very wrong...

There are plots within plots, and dark things hidden from view. All in a world that has gone steampunk... and polluted beyond
the worst nightmares of enviromentalists everywhere... And even a tinge of a love story.

While the price might seem a bit high, it is well-worth the cost. Also, since I played this while off-line, my time is a little
skewed... I think it took 48 hours or so for me to go through it, though some of that time was because I nodded off from
exhaustion.... I honestly haven't played a fighting video game, let's say since Tekken 3. I was a wizard at Street Fighter 2 back in
the day, though. When I saw this game billed as a "classic fighter" and featured the likenesses of basically every punchable
political figure (with the notable exception of Ted Cruz), both modern and historic, I had to try it out. I've been playing this on
iOS since it launched, but finally got around to playing on a proper controller on the big screen with the Steam release. The
controls are intuitive and I think this is labeled as only having "partial controller support" because there's some keyboard and
mouse stuff you have to do to configure before first run (e.g. screen resolution).

I've found that this game is much more fun to play in vs. mode with friends on both sides of the aisle. Story mode seems like
something that needed to be bolted onto the feature set, but that's not what this game's all about. It's about pummeling the
political opponents you have always wanted to pummel and having some good laughs while you're at it. The characters toss out
some great catch-phrase nuggets at the right time that really make you appreciate how silly this all is.

When I saw this title available I was like "can the creators get away with that?" And yes, in this beautiful, free, amendment-
loving country of ours, they can. Aside: I wonder if the creators can use this as a platform for other arenas. For example, I'd
really like to see Martin Shkreli, or say, Jared from Subway get pummeled in a prison setting.. Average game quality. It was fun
enough but a bit too easy and very short.. Tilts the wrong way at slow speeds. Literally the whole point of this train is broken. A
few lines of code would sort this out, and they've had over 4 years to do it.. Prepare to die, alot.
Game is really difficult and you'll need to learn as you play
Mistakes are not easily forgiven.
Luckily, checkpoints are evenly spread and even if you die close to the end you wont be left feeling cheated by the game
That is what kept me going.
+1
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